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Quartet No. 2 in C, Op. 36
ZORIAN STRING QUARTET
Recorded under the supervision of the composer
C 3536-8

Fantasia upon one Note — Purcell
ZORIAN STRING QUARTET
with BENJAMIN BRITTEN — Viola
C 3399

Seven Sonnets of Michelangelo,
Nos. 16, 30, 31, 55, 38, 32 and 24
Sung in Italian by
PETER PEARS
accompanied by
BENJAMIN BRITTEN
B 9302, C 3312

"The Rape of Lucretia"
with
PETER PEARS • NANCY EVANS
JOAN CROSS • FLORA NIELSEN
MARGARET RITCHIE • NORMAN LUMSDEN • DENNIS DOWLING
FREDERICK SHARPE
with Chamber Orchestra cond. by
REGINALD GOODALL
The recording supervised by
the composer.
C 3699-706

STRAWINSKY’S LATEST WORK:—

ORPHEUS
— — A Ballet in Three Scenes — —
First Performance, New York, April, 1948

"... One belonging beside the noblest in a noble career."—New York Herald Tribune.

Although originally conceived as a ballet, with choreography by Balanchine, the music is equally well designed for performance as a concert suite.

Full Score: 25/-  Miniature Score: 7/6
Score and Parts on Hire
Duration 25 Minutes
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